
About Arrcus
Arrcus’s founding vision is to enrich human experiences by interconnecting 
people, machines, and data. Arrcus provides software that powers network 
transformation for today’s interconnected world. The vertically integrated 
network model places constraints on end users based on proprietary 
hardware, limiting their network management flexibility. Arrcus set out to deliver 
network management by using best-in-class horizontal segmentation that 
frees organizations from these constraints and opens up new possibilities for 
developing infrastructure.

The Need for an Open-Standards  
Network Management Solution
ArcOS is an independent, hardware-agnostic network operating system that 
can be agile, elastic, and cognitive. As the product development team looked 
for a management solution to support the open-standard APIs, one key need 
was industry-wide “standards”-based interoperability. This required a solution 
that delivered programmability and compatibility with higher level management 
solutions such as Cisco Network Services Orchestrator (NSO), using a variety of 
different network management protocols such as NETCONF, RESTCONF, and 
SNMP.

The Solution: ConfD from Tail-f 
As Arrcus evaluated its options for open standards-compatible network 
management, one solution that stood out, by supporting OpenConfig and stable 
scalability, was ConfD. ConfD delivered these benefits with the desired level of 
abstraction to maximize flexibility. By keeping the framework de-coupled from 
the hardware, ConfD and Arrcus deliver a highly stable and resilient network 
infrastructure solution. 

“ConfD was the ideal solution for 
us to get our product to market. We 
offer customers a highly flexible 
network solution based on open 
standards that frees them from 
hardware constraints to consistently 
deliver high performance at internet 
scale with seamless automation 
using the most popular programming 
models..”

—Murali Gandluru, VP of Product 
Management at Arrcus

Case Study: 
Arrcus
ConfD enabled Arrcus to quickly deliver 
its network operating system, ArcOS, to 
data centers, enterprises, and service 
providers.

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/service-provider/solutions-cloud-providers/network-services-orchestrator-solutions.html
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The Results 
From the beginning, Arrcus has been able to use ConfD throughout the product development process. Without 
ConfD, the company would have been left with limits in scalability or compatible programming models. With ConfD, 
Arrcus quickly developed and released the ArcOS solution. The result is a high-performance OS for customers to 
develop network infrastructure across physical and virtual environments that is also highly scalable and free from rigid 
deployment models. ConfD enables Arrcus to leverage NETCONF and YANG at the orchestration plane for a highly 
flexible and secure environment. Arrcus’s customers also have the freedom to use a legacy CLI-based approach to 
network management because of ConfD’s ability to auto-render multiple northbound management interfaces from a 
common set of YANG data models. Because ArcOS was built to be compatible with the highly popular Cisco Network 
Services Orchestrator (NSO), it appeals to a broad audience among service providers and enterprises.
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